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Abstract

The multiscalar processor, proposed recently for ex-

ploiting instruction-level parallelism, is a collection

of execution units that are connected together using

a ring-type network. This paper investigates the is-

sue of decentralizing the memory system in the multi-

scalar processor, and proposes a decentralized scheme

called multi-version caches. The central idea of this

scheme is to have multiple versions of the (top level

of) the data cache, which provide a hardware platform

for storing the speculative memory values produced in

the execution units. The multiple versions also allow

precise state to be maintained at inter-unit boundaries,

which facilitates easy recovery actions in times of in-

correct task prediction. The paper also presents the re-

sults of simulation studies conducted using the SPEC

benchmarks to evaluate multi-version caches. These

results suggest that multi-version caches are an excel-

lent choice for decentralizing the memory system in

the multiscalar processor.

1 Introduction

Recent advances in VLSI technology have enabled

millions of transistors to be placed in a single chip.

Technology projections indicate that by A.D. 2000,

about 100 million transistors can be incorporated in

a chip [5]. One way these resources are being used

is for incorporating performance-enhancing hardware

features, targeted towards exploiting di�erent kinds

of parallelism present in the program. One processor,

which shows great potential for exploiting instruction-

level parallelism (ILP), is the multiscalar processor [2-

4]. This processor exploits ILP by executing multiple

blocks of code in parallel with the help of multiple

execution units that are connected together in a de-

coupled and decentralized manner using a ring-type

network. A major tenet of the multiscalar processing

paradigm is to permit decentralization of all critical

resources in the processor, so that the number of ex-

ecution units can be scaled up, as and when allowed

by technology improvements.

One feature of the multiscalar processor, which

stems from its adherence to sequential execution se-

mantics, is that its execution units share the same

register space and the same memory address space.

This means that the execution units need to synchro-

nize at the level of registers and memory locations.

Current implementations of the multiscalar process-

ing paradigm use decentralized structures for carrying

out inter-unit register communication, but use cen-

tralized structures for carrying out inter-unit memory

communication [2], which hinder scalability. This pa-

per proposes a scheme called multi-version caches to

decentralize inter-unit memory communication in the

multiscalar processor.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-

tion 2 provides background information on the multi-

scalar architecture. Section 3 presents multi-version

caches, and section 4 describes a simulation-based

evaluation of multi-version caches. These results show

that multi-version caches are a viable option for decen-

tralizing the memory system in multiscalar processors.

Section 5 presents the conclusions of this study.

2 Multiscalar Processor

2.1 The Processing Model

Figure 1 gives the block diagram of a multiscalar pro-

cessor. It consists of multiple execution units (EUs)

that are connected by a unidirectional ring-type net-

work. This provision, along with hardware head

(H) and tail (T) pointers, imposes a sequential or-

der among the units, the head pointer indicating the

oldest active unit (when the queue is not empty).

A program executes on the multiscalar processor as

follows. Each cycle, if the tail execution unit is idle, a

prediction is made by the global control unit (GCU)

to determine the next task in the dynamic instruction

stream; a task is a subgraph within the control ow

graph of the executed program. This predicted task is

invoked on the tail unit. Upon a successful invocation,

the tail pointer is advanced, and the invocation pro-

cess continues at the new tail in the next cycle. Each
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Figure 1: An 8-Unit Multiscalar Processor

active unit executes the instructions in its task, main-

taining the appearance of sequential semantics within

the tasks and between the tasks. When the head unit

completes its task, the task is committed. Upon a suc-

cessful commit, the head pointer is advanced, causing

that unit to become idle. In the event an incorrect ex-

ecution (due to incorrect task prediction) is detected,

all units between the incorrect prediction point and

the tail are discarded in what is known as a squash.

The tail pointer is adjusted to the unit at the point

of incorrect prediction, and the invocation process re-

sumes at the correct target. Notice that the tasks

being executed in parallel can have both control and

data dependencies between them.

References [1] [2] [3] describe di�erent facets of the

multiscalar processor in great detail. We shall never-

theless briey review its memory system here, as it is

essential for a good appreciation of the decentraliza-

tion techniques presented in this paper.

2.2 Memory System

2.2.1 Requirements

The data memory system of the multiscalar proces-

sor needs to meet the following requirements: (i) low

latency, (ii) high bandwidth, (iii) support for specu-

lative execution of memory references, (iv) dynamic

memory disambiguation, and (v) dynamically unre-

solved memory references. Low latency and high

bandwidth are required to support high issue rates.

Support for speculative execution involves committing

stores in program order (when they are guaranteed to

commit), and forwarding uncommitted store values to

subsequent (speculatively executed) loads that require

them. Support for dynamicmemory disambiguation is

required, because the multiscalar processor may exe-

cute memory references from di�erent execution units

out-of-order. Finally, to extract lots of parallelism

at run time from a large instruction window, an ILP

processor should support dynamically unresolved ref-

erences [4]. That is, the disambiguation mechanism

should allow the execution of memory references be-

fore disambiguating them from the preceding stores,

or even before the addresses of the preceding stores

are known.

2.2.2 ARB

The scheme now used for carrying out data memory

communication in the multiscalar processor is called

an address resolution bu�er (ARB). The basic idea

behind the ARB is to allow out-of-order issue and ex-

ecution of memory references, but provide a hardware

platform to order the references sequentially. Memory

references from di�erent units are allowed to proceed

to the memory system in any order (as and when they

are ready to proceed), and the ARB detects out-of-

sequence load-store and store-store references to the

same memory location as and when they occur. Spec-

ulative execution is supported by keeping uncommit-

ted store values in the ARB and forwarding these val-

ues to subsequent loads, when they are executed. High

bandwidth is provided by means of interleaving the

ARB. Figure 2 shows how the ARB banks are con-

nected to the execution units. If multiple requests go

to an ARB bank in a cycle, only one of the requests is

serviced. Notice also that memory requests from the

execution units have to pass through an interconnect

(ICN) to get to the ARB banks.
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Figure 2: ARB in a Multiscalar Processor

The centralized nature of the memory system in

the present multiscalar implementation is primarily

because the ARB (and the data cache) are not on the

same side of the interconnect as the execution units.

The solution that we propose is to bring the address

disambiguation system and at least the top level of the

memory hierarchy on the same side of the interconnect

as the execution units.



3 Multi-Version Caches

3.1 Basic Organization

The hardware structure that we propose for decen-

tralizing memory communication in the multiscalar

processor is called a multi-version data cache. The

basic idea behind the multi-version data cache is to

provide each execution unit with a di�erent version

of the architectural memory space, in a separate lo-

cal data cache (LDC), as shown in Figure 3. Memory

communication occurring within a task is carried out

by accessing the LDC, and memory communication

occurring across tasks is carried out using a unidirec-

tional ring-type forwarding network. The advantage of

this type of forwarding is that it does not require an

expensive crossbar-like connection (as with the ARB

originally proposed for the multiscalar processor [2]).
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Figure 3: Multi-Version Data Cache for an 8-Unit

Multiscalar Processor

Each LDC consists of two caches | called L1 cache

and future cache| organized as a hierarchy, as shown

in Figure 4. The L1 cache is an ordinary cache, of rea-

sonable size. The future cache is a special cache, hav-

ing only a few (typically 16-32) entries. It serves as a

hardware platform for storing the speculative memory

values produced in its execution unit, and forms the

top-most level of the data cache hierarchy. The data

array portion of a future cache consists of 3 arrays |

previous value array, current value array, and subse-

quent value array | allowing up to 3 instances for

each memory location currently mapped to the future

cache. The subsequent sections of the paper describe

the purpose and function of these three data arrays.

3.2 Intra-Task Communication

Intra-task memory communication refers to the read-

ing of a store value by load instruction(s) of the same

task. All intra-task memory communication (occur-

ring in an execution unit) is carried out using the

current value array present in the unit's future cache.

When a store instruction is executed, the store value is

written to the current value array in its future cache.
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Figure 4: Block Diagram of a Local Data Cache

Subsequent loads from the same task to that mem-

ory location take the latest store value (to that loca-

tion) from the current value array. Because each unit

has a separate current value array, intra-task memory

communication occurring in di�erent units can all be

carried out in parallel.

3.3 Inter-Task Communication

Inter-task memory communication refers to the read-

ing of a store value by load instruction(s) of succeeding

task(s). In a distributed environment where multiple

versions of a datum can be present, there are 3 options

for carrying out inter-task communication. They are:

(i) distributed writes and localized reads (write broad-

cast), (ii) localized writes and distributed reads, and

(iii) distributed writes and distributed reads. In the

�rst option, write operations update all the relevant

non-local data caches, and read operations proceed

only to the local data cache. In the second option,

write operations update only the local data cache, and

read operations pick the correct values from appropri-

ate non-local data caches. The third option is a com-

bination of the �rst two, in that both the writes and

reads are performed over multiple data caches.

3.3.1 Forwarding of Store Values

In the �rst option discussed above, a load instruction

requiring a memory value need access only its local

data cache

1

, whereas in the other two options, the

load has to access the non-local data caches. Because

loads are more frequent than stores, we use the �rst

option in the multi-version data cache. Our philoso-

phy is that a memory load operation should not pro-

ceed to the other units in search of the (latest) instance

it needs, but that the latest instance should be made

available to all units that might need it. The way this

is achieved is by forwarding from a task (to the subse-

quent tasks) the memory values produced by stores in

1

If the load request misses in the LDC, then the request is

sent to the common, second-level cache.



that task, as and when these values are produced. The

forwarding of memory values is carried out with the

help of the ring-type forwarding network, which for-

wards values from one execution unit to the successor

unit only, as shown in Figure 3.

3.3.2 Function of Previous and Subsequent

Value Arrays

When memory instances produced by preceding tasks

(in the preceding units) arrive at the LDC of an execu-

tion unit E, they are stored in the previous value array

ofE's future cache. The previous value array therefore

is the hardware platform for storing the latest mem-

ory instances produced in the preceding tasks. The

only reason for using separate data arrays for intra-

task communication and inter-task communication is

to ease recovery actions at times of incorrect task pre-

dictions.

Next consider the memory values produced by sub-

sequent tasks (in the subsequent units) of the active in-

struction window. If these values are allowed to prop-

agate beyond the tail unit and then onto the head unit

and into the active window, they will de�le the pre-

vious value arrays of the active execution units with

incorrect values. This will not only result in incor-

rect execution, but also make it impossible to recover

in times of incorrect task prediction. If, on the other

hand, these values are stopped before the head unit,

then each time a �nished task is committed, memory

values have to be copied to the head unit's previous

value array from the previous unit. The rate with

which the memory values are copied will decide the

rate with which new tasks can be initiated. To avoid

the signi�cant overhead of continually copying mem-

ory values across (adjacent) execution units, a sepa-

rate data array, called the subsequent value array, is

used as the hardware platform for storing the memory

values produced in the succeeding units of the active

window. Thus, the subsequent value array of an ac-

tive execution unit maintains the \future" memory in-

stances that are potentially required for the execution

of subsequent tasks that will be allocated to that unit

in the future.

It is important to note that it is not a necessity

to have three data arrays per future cache. We saw

that the subsequent value array is primarily intro-

duced for performance reasons. Similarly, the previous

value array can be merged with the current value ar-

ray of the same unit. However, recovery actions (in

times of incorrect task prediction) become more com-

plicated. Thus, the previous value array is for fast

recovery (i.e., going back into the past), whereas the

subsequent value array is for fast progress (i.e., going

forward into the future).

3.4 orking

3.4.1 Execution of a Load

When a load is executed from an execution unit, �rst

the future cache is checked to see if the load address is

already present in it. If the address is present, then the

corresponding current value is sent to the destination

register of the load (if the current value is valid). If

the current value is not valid, then the previous value

is sent to the destination register of the load (if the

previous value is valid). If both the current value and

the previous value of the address are not valid, or if

the address is not present in the future cache, then the

load request is sent to the L1 cache of the same unit

2

,

which supplies the value (possibly by getting it from

the common, L2 cache). When the L1 cache supplies

the value to the future cache, a copy of the value is

kept as the previous value in the relevant future cache

entry. Furthermore, the state information of that fu-

ture cache entry is updated to reect the fact that a

load has been performed by the current task to that

address.

3.4.2 Execution of a Store

When a store is executed from an execution unit, a

similar check is performed within the future cache to

see if the store address is already present. (If no entry

is found, a free entry is allotted to the new address.)

A copy of the store value is stored as the current value

of that address. The store value and other particulars

of the store are also entered into the forwarding queue

of that execution unit, so as to forward the values to

the subsequent units.

3.4.3 Detecting Inter-Task Memory Depen-

dency Violations

When a store value that is forwarded through the for-

warding network arrives at an execution unit, �rst of

all, the future cache of the unit is checked to see if

the store address is already present. If the address

is not present, then no memory dependency violation

has occurred; all that needs to be done is to allocate

an entry to that address, and to store a copy of the

store value as the previous value of that address. If the

address is already present, then a check is made to see

if a load has been performed to that address from this

execution unit, and if the load has used a di�erent

value. If a memory dependency violation is detected,

then recovery action is initiated. Such recovery action

2

It is worthwhile to point out that in order for the future

cache to be not in the critical path when a load \misses" in the

future cache, load requests can be sent to both the future cache

and the L1 cache simultaneously; if a value is obtained from

the future cache, the value obtained from the L1 cache can be

discarded.



might involve, for instance, squashing the execution

of the tasks in this execution unit and the subsequent

units.

3.4.4 Committing an Execution Unit

When the execution unit at the head is committed,

the unit is no longer a part of the active multiscalar

window. The following actions are performed as part

of the committing process. For each memory location

currently mapped to its future cache, among the pre-

vious, current, and subsequent instances, the latest

one is renamed as the new previous instance. The lat-

est instance among the three is identi�ed as follows:

if a subsequent instance is present, then it is the lat-

est; else if a current instance is present, then it is the

latest; else the previous instance is the latest. An im-

portant aspect to be noted here is that to rename the

instances, data needs to be moved only logically. This

logical move is easily implemented by updating the

state information associated with the three instances

of a memory location in the execution unit. Thus,

the future cache's previous array, current array, and

subsequent array are renamed on a per-location basis

as in the multi-version register �le of the multiscalar

processor [2].

3.4.5 Rollback

Any processor performing speculative execution has

to be prepared to rollback its execution when incor-

rect speculation is detected; the multiscalar processor

is no exception to this rule. When recovery action

is initiated in the multiscalar processor due to events

such as incorrect task prediction and incorrect dynam-

ically unresolved references, special actions are taken

to make the multi-version cache state in line with the

recovery actions. These special recovery involves 2 ac-

tions: (i) clearing the load marks in the future cache

of all squashed units, and (ii) purging from all fu-

ture caches the memory instances produced by the

squashed tasks.

3.4.6 Handling Contentions in Future Cache

One last thing that we need to address is contentions

in the future cache. That is, when a memory instance

is to be written to the future cache, what if there is no

free entry to enter that information? This situation

also warrants special recovery actions. If the value

to be entered is a subsequent value, then instruction

execution and memory value forwarding in the subse-

quent units are stalled until an entry becomes available

to place this subsequent value.

If the value to be entered is produced in the same

execution unit, then the future cache is checked to see

if there are any address entries with only subsequent

values. If any such entry is found, one of those entries

is selected, and the execution units including and be-

yond the unit that produced this subsequent value are

squashed. This squashing action will enable that en-

try to be reclaimed, and be subsequently allotted to

the memory instance that is to be entered. If no entry

is found (in the future cache) with only subsequent

values, then instruction execution and memory value

forwarding in this unit and the subsequent units are

stalled until an entry becomes available to place this

current value.

If the value to be entered in the future cache is pro-

duced by a previous unit, then also the future cache

is checked to see if there are any address entries with

only subsequent values. If any such entry is found, one

of those entries is selected, and the execution units in-

cluding and beyond the unit that produced this sub-

sequent value are squashed. If no entry is found (in

the future cache) with only subsequent values, then

squashing this execution unit and subsequent units

will reclaim at least one entry.

3.5 Comparison with Multiprocessor

Caches

It is worthwhile to do a brief comparative study of the

multi-version caches in the multiscalar processor with

the multiple caches used in shared-memory multipro-

cessors. In both cases, each PE has its own local data

cache, and has a direct connection only to its local

data cache. Furthermore, both cases have to maintain

consistency amongst the multiple data caches | i.e.,

a load to a memory location should fetch the \latest"

update to that memory location. However, the notion

of the \latest" instance of a memory location is some-

what di�erent in the two cases, primarily because of

the distinction between the two processing paradigms.

In a multiprocessor, the \latest" instance depends

on the type of consistency model implemented

3

, such

as sequential consistency (total order consistent with

program order), processor consistency, weak ordering,

and release consistency. The mechanism for maintain-

ing coherency amongst the multiple LDCs in a multi-

processor will also depend on the consistency model,

and the type of interconnection between the multi-

ple LDCs (e.g. bus, hypercube, omega network, etc).

In the multiscalar processor, the \latest" instance is

the one that adheres to sequential consistency, and

the way coherency is maintained amongst the multiple

LDCs is by way of a unidirectional ring-type connec-

tion that forwards store values from each unit to the

subsequent unit.

3

This is because, the PEs in a multiprocessor are executing

in parallel codes that are both control independent and data

independent. Data dependencies, if any, between these codes

are enforced by the use of special synchronization variables, and

not through ordinary memory locations.



eri ents and esults

4.1 xperimental Framework

Our methodology of experimentation is simulation,

and the experimental framework is same as the one

used in [2]. The L1 caches are of 4K words, with-

1 word blocks. The L2 cache is of 32K words, with

2-word blocks. Both the L1 and L2 caches are direct-

mapped. Rest of the parameters (such as number of

instructions simulated) are same as those in [2].

Benchmark programs were compiled for a DECsta-

tion 3100 using the MIPS C compiler. For measuring

performance, we use instruction completion rate as the

metric, with the following steps adopted to make the

metric as reliable as possible: (i) nops are not counted

while calculating the instruction completion rate, and

(ii) speculatively executed instructions whose execu-

tion was not required are not counted while calculating

the instruction completion rate, and Thus, our met-

ric can be called as useful instruction completion rate

(UICR).

4.2 xperimental esults
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Figure 5: UICR with 8 Execution Units

Figure 5 presents the results obtained with an 8-unit

multiscalar processor. The X-axis denotes the bench-

marks, and the Y-axis denotes the useful instruction

completion rate (UICR). The lightly shaded portions

of the �gure correspond to the results for a multi-

scalar processor with an ARB and an idealized 0-cycle

interconnection network (ICN) connecting the execu-

tion units and the ARB. The next dark shade corre-

sponds to the results with the the ARB and a more

realistic, 1-cycle ICN. The darkly shaded region cor-

responds to the results with the multi-version data

cache. On inspecting the �gure, we can see that the

multi-version data cache scheme performs not only as

good as the ARB schemes, but even better than them,

for all the benchmarks. This is because in the ARB

scheme, many ARB cycles are lost because of multi-

ple memory requests (from di�erent execution units)

attempting to access the same ARB bank (although

they are to di�erent memory addresses) in a cycle. In

the case of the multi-version data cache, these requests

(from di�erent execution units) go to their local data

caches only, and so no bank conicts occur.

Conclusions

We have developed a scheme for decentralizing the

memory system in multiscalar processors, and our

strategy is to use a separate local data cache (LDC)

for each execution unit in the processor. These data

caches can hold di�erent versions of a memory loca-

tion, and can be temporarily incoherent. The tem-

porary incoherency is corrected by forwarding the

store values from each LDC to the subsequent LDCs

through the unidirectional ring-type network. We also

evaluated the performance of multi-version caches us-

ing a simulation study. Based on the results obtained,

we believe that multi-version caches are an excellent

choice for use in the multiscalar processor.
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